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NBC Sports Chicago 
Let’s make a deal: Cubs will be open-minded at GM meetings and ready to trade for pitching 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
Any Cubs players who might have gotten a little too comfortable during the World Series victory tour should feel a 
little more on edge this offseason, because Theo Epstein’s front office sounds willing to make big changes that 
would shake up this team. 
 
The bookends to a second straight division title and a gutsy playoff-series win over the Washington Nationals 
became an unfocused 43-45 first half and a disappointing National League Championship Series where the Cubs 
looked checked out and ready to go on vacation. 
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Whether that can just be written off as a bad World Series hangover – or says something more about the 
clubhouse dynamics – the Cubs already understood this would be a difficult offseason. 
 
Jake Arrieta, John Lackey and Wade Davis becoming free agents means replacing 40 percent of a championship 
rotation and an All-Star closer – while all this cheap labor is about to get expensive through the arbitration system 
and the farm system still isn’t producing impact homegrown pitching yet. 
 
The underlying risk to betting so heavily on hitters – a good long-term strategy – is that one year you might not be 
able to piece the pitching staff together and stay healthy. Any big contract handed out this offseason will have to 
be weighed against next winter’s superior class of free agents. 
 
All this means the Cubs should be rethinking The Core this week at the general managers meetings in Orlando, 
Florida, finding out the true value of their young hitters and if it makes sense to flip one or two in another big trade 
for pitching. 
 
“We have to be open-minded,” GM Jed Hoyer said. “We’re loyal to the guys that have won with us. And we’re 
loyal to the guys that have been drafted and developed and gotten here, no question. But they’re talented and 
we’re going to be asked about them. 
 
“Our No. 1 loyalty has to be to the Cubs and to the Cubs fans and making sure that we can try to put ourselves in 
position to win another title, so I think we have to be open-minded. 
 
“Certainly, I’d love to have an offseason where we didn’t have to do anything like that. But in order to get better 
and make improvements in certain areas, we might.” 
 
From the 2015 trade deadline where they didn’t make a splash by moving Javier Baez for a frontline starter, to 
making Kyle Schwarber off-limits while he recovered from knee surgery during a World Series season, to not 
touching the big-league roster this summer while making the Jose Quintana deal with the White Sox, the Cubs 
have repeated different versions of: These are our guys. 
 
But from Epstein’s end-of-season autopsy after the Los Angeles Dodgers dominated the NLCS to Hoyer’s media 
rounds to the clumsy way manager Joe Maddon handled a coaching-staff housecleaning, the Cubs don’t sound too 
attached or sentimental now. 
 
It’s Epstein not dismissing a question about whether Baez should displace All-Star shortstop Addison Russell and 
admitting the Cubs frequently have those internal discussions. 
 
It’s the 24/7 nature of Twitter and MLB Trade Rumors and the Cubs being a big-market team that moves the 
needle. 
 
It’s Chris Bosio, John Mallee and Gary Jones getting fired after three straight trips to the NLCS – Brandon Hyde got 
promoted to bench coach after Dave Martinez took Washington’s manager job – and Jim Hickey, Chili Davis and 
Brian Butterfield getting hired. 
 
“I wouldn’t assume anything based on the coaching changes,” Hoyer said. “Each one, we felt strongly about to help 
us get better. People overuse, I think, a ‘different voice’ and ‘different message.’ That’s something people say a lot 
as a kind of catch-all when they let someone go. In this case, it really was accurate. 
 
“This group of players, they’ve been together for three years. They’ve had a lot of success. I think they’ve done 
some things really well. Some of the things we felt like we could improve upon as a group – situational hitting, 
using the whole field, sort of becoming a little bit less pitch-able as an offense – that was important. Chili Davis was 
perfect for that at that moment. 
 
“Our overall base-running, at times, has not been as good as certain other areas of our team. We felt like that was 
something we could improve upon. This was really about addressing with our current player group some of the 
things we haven’t necessarily done as well as we’d hoped. 



 

 
“As a front office, and working with Joe, I do think it’s our job to think about: ‘What can we do to help this group of 
players improve?’ Those were the moves we made to do that.” 
 
At some point, the Cubs will come to this conclusion: “Different players.” That doesn’t necessarily mean wholesale 
changes. Kris Bryant, Anthony Rizzo and Willson Contreras will be in the middle of the lineup for years to come. Jon 
Lester, Kyle Hendricks and Quintana should be a Big Three at the top of next season’s rotation. It’s hard to imagine 
the Cubs actually breaking up the Russell-Baez double-play combination this quickly and leaving themselves 
exposed at shortstop. 
 
“All in all, one of the things I really like about this group is this group is going to be together for a while,” Hoyer 
said. “Fans like seeing the same faces, and when people are at the home opener next year, I think that our 
position-playing group will look pretty similar.” 
 
But this could be a test of the organization’s man crush on Schwarber. Imagine what center fielder Albert Almora 
Jr. could do for a rebuilding team with a 150-game runway. Ian Happ can be marketed as an infielder/outfielder 
and a switch-hitter with potential 30-homer power. If Victor Caratini had come along several years ago, we would 
all be hyping him as the next catcher at Wrigley Field. Let the wild rumors begin Monday at the Waldorf Astoria 
Orlando. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Brandon Morrow shows ways Cubs can rebuild bullpen 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
The Cubs could try to sign Brandon Morrow or find the next Brandon Morrow or maybe pull off both moves as 
they rebuild a bullpen that got exposed in the playoffs. 
 
After another October featuring short-leash starters, hybrid relievers and managers on the hot seat, super-
bullpens will again be a trending topic when the general manager meetings kick off on Monday in Orlando, Florida. 
 
The lottery-ticket ideal is Morrow, the fifth overall pick in the 2006 draft who didn’t live up to the hype in the 
Seattle or Toronto rotations, a survivor of two Tommy John surgeries and a breakout playoff star after beginning 
the season with Triple-A Oklahoma City. 
 
Morrow shut down the Cubs for 4.2 innings during the National League Championship Series, striking out seven of 
the 16 hitters he faced, working 14 of 15 playoff games out of the Dodger bullpen and generating some free-agent 
buzz. 
 
Since the Theo Epstein regime took over after the 2011 season, the Cubs have handed out multiyear contracts to 
only two relievers — swingman Carlos Villanueva and Japanese closer Kyuji Fujikawa —  and neither deal totaled 
more than $10 million. Signing a top-tier reliever like Morrow might cost two or three times that amount and 
require a commitment of at least three or four years. 
 
Even Pedro Strop’s low-risk extension announced in spring training came out of settling at a $5.5 million salary for 
2017 before a potential arbitration hearing and then adding a reasonable guarantee for 2018 ($5.85 million) and a 
2019 club option ($6.25 million or a $500,000 buyout). 
 
This is more of an overall bullpen philosophy than a hard-and-fast rule, but the Cubs will probably have to get out 
of that comfort zone, whether or not they bring back All-Star closer Wade Davis. 
 
“You’ve got to keep an open mind,” general manager Jed Hoyer said on NBC Sports Chicago’s Cubs Talk Podcast. 
“We’ve certainly had offers out there to different guys that have gone elsewhere. Building a bullpen is a very 
complicated thing, and probably one of the hardest things that we have to do. They come from all over. 
 



 

“Pedro Strop had a 7.00 (ERA) with the Orioles and was in that (Jake Arrieta) deal and he comes over to the Cubs 
and he’s been fantastic for us. You can get guys off the waiver wire. You look at Brandon Morrow and the kind of 
season he had. That was obviously not expected. 
 
“You have to always be vigilant trying to find guys and put guys in opportunities to succeed. Now, that said, having 
some stability in the bullpen —  and guys with a little bit more of a track record or a little better stuff —  is 
important as well.” 
 
The Cubs completely rebuilt their bullpen on the fly in the middle of a 97-win season —  picking up Clayton 
Richard, Trevor Cahill and Fernando Rodney from the scrap heap — and made it to the 2015 NLCS. 
 
Despite their postseason struggles, Epstein pointed out that Carl Edwards Jr. and Mike Montgomery got the three 
most important outs in franchise history —  the 10th inning of last year’s World Series Game 7 —  and will be vital 
parts of the 2018 bullpen. 
 
Brian Duensing showed the Cubs enough in only 14 appearances out of the Baltimore bullpen in 2016 to get a one-
year, $2 million deal that generated zero buzz last offseason —  and the lefty wound up being one of Joe Maddon’s 
most-trusted relievers. 
 
The Cubs can also take advantage of the supply-and-demand dynamics this winter. 
 
Addison Reed —  a reliever the Cubs have monitored at trade-deadline season —  will be 29 next year and has 
extensive experience as a closer (with the White Sox) and a setup guy for big-market playoff teams (Mets and Red 
Sox). 
 
The Cubs showed interest in Greg Holland before trading for Davis at last year’s winter meetings. But that was as a 
bounce-back Tommy John guy, not someone who opted out of his $15 million player option for 2018 and will 
probably decline the one-year, $17.4 million qualifying offer from the Rockies. 
 
Bryan Shaw just turned 30 and has made at least 70 appearances in each of the last five seasons for the Indians, 
plus five playoff series out of Terry Francona’s bullpen. Tony Watson had been a left-handed piece to that lights-
out Dodger bullpen in the NLCS. 
 
Steve Cishek and Pat Neshek can offer funky sidearm looks. Jake McGee has the Tampa Bay connection to Maddon 
and new pitching coach Jim Hickey. Chicago guy Luke Gregerson helped transform the Astros into World Series 
champs. 
 
“There’s a little bit more depth in the reliever market than some of the other markets,” Hoyer said. “All in all, this 
is not a robust free-agent class, which may lend itself to some creativity by a lot of teams. But that is one area of 
the market that has a few more players than some of the others.” 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Cubs and Alex Cobb keep looking like a match in free agency 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
It’s too easy to connect the dots between the Cubs and Alex Cobb, a team that needs to replace 40 percent of its 
rotation and a pitcher who came up with Joe Maddon’s Tampa Bay Rays. 
 
The day after new pitching coach Jim Hickey went on the team’s flagship radio station and told WSCR-AM 670 that 
he would recommend the free agent to Theo Epstein’s front office – “I would say, ‘Go ahead, good job, yeah, I’m 
onboard’ – Cobb appeared on MLB Network Radio and sounded ready to follow Maddon to Chicago. 
 
“As much of an honor as it is to be given a qualifying offer,” Cobb said Friday, “to hear your name floating around 
(in) rumors with potential teams, and the magnitude or the (reputations) that some of these teams have for 



 

success, year in and year out, even the smallest inkling or the thought that they want you is even more of a 
humbling experience. 
 
“I don’t hide the fact that I’ve got the most respect for Joe Maddon and what he did for me coming up as a player. 
Not so much as a pitcher on the mound, but as a professional athlete and a professional baseball player, and how 
to deal with the mental side of the game. And how to deal with the stresses that come with a big-league lifestyle. 
 
“There’s nobody better in the game to control (that) and deal with people.” 
 
Cobb is expected to decline the one-year, $17.4 million qualifying offer from the Rays, tipping his hand by telling 
MLB Network Radio: “You’re talking about, hopefully, a decision that’s going to impact the next five years of your 
life.” 
 
That framework sounds a year or two too long for a guy who underwent Tommy John surgery on his right elbow in 
2015 and has never made 30 starts in a season or come close to reaching 200 innings. But Cobb just turned 30 last 
month, has only 700 innings on his major-league odometer and went 12-10 with a 3.66 ERA and a Gold Glove 
nomination this year. 
 
Hickey can help fill in the blanks for the Cubs because he was there for Cobb’s rise through the Tampa Bay system, 
injuries issues and recovery process. 
 
“I can’t say enough good things about him,” Cobb said. “He’s become – not only a pitching coach – but a real close 
friend of mine. Obviously, if we move down the line and we’re able to have some discussions with them, I’d be 
very honored to be able to talk with them and hopefully come to a deal.” 
 
In the same way that Maddon may have gotten restless managing the small-market Rays, Cobb sounded eager to 
play for the kind of built-to-last team that won the 2016 World Series and advanced to the National League 
Championship Series in three consecutive seasons. 
 
“You kind of make a ranking system of what is most important to you and your family,” Cobb said. “No. 1 and 
foremost – and me and my wife are both onboard with this – is that we’re going to go to a place that we feel is 
going to be winners for the length of the contract. 
 
“I’ve been through both. I’ve been through losing seasons and I’ve been through winning seasons. And the amount 
of joy that winning brings to us – it can’t be replaced by a dollar figure.” 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
How Cubs will make their sales pitch to Shohei Ohtani and attack this offseason 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
The video of what it would look like when the Cubs finally won the World Series resonated with Jon Lester, 
because he grew up around the Boston Red Sox, understood the players on that 2004 team got treated like kings 
and felt enough sense of history to choose No. 34 as a tribute to Kerry Wood, Walter Payton and Nolan Ryan. 
 
Lester didn’t take the most guaranteed money when he signed a six-year, $155 million megadeal with a last-place 
team after the 2014 season. Players like Ben Zobrist and Jason Heyward felt the same pull the following winter, 
turning down bigger offers elsewhere for the chance to make history in Chicago. 
 
Mission accomplished. Now what? Will the new recruiting pitch work on Japan’s Babe Ruth? 
 
“Yeah, I can’t comment on him,” general manager Jed Hoyer said this week on NBC Sports Chicago’s Cubs Talk 
Podcast. “Obviously, it’s still sorting out.” 
 



 

Shohei Ohtani is a baseball unicorn, the 2016 MVP in Japan’s Pacific League after using his 100-mph fastball to go 
10-4 with a 1.86 ERA and his left-handed power to hit .322 with 22 homers and a 1.004 OPS. Given his age (23), 
elite skills and low acquisition cost under this collective bargaining agreement, the idea of Ohtani is a perfect fit for 
just about any big-league team. 
 
The updates keep trickling out in reports: Ohtani hiring an agent (Nez Balelo of CAA Sports) to help clear his path to 
the United States; a tentative transfer agreement between Nippon Professional Baseball, Major League Baseball 
and the MLB Players Association; and the Nippon-Ham Fighters announcing their star player will be made available 
through a posting system (which would presumably mean a $20 million fee). 
 
The current labor deal caps the Cubs at a $300,000 maximum bonus for an under-25 international free agent 
during this signing period. The Associated Press reported the Texas Rangers ($3.535 million), New York Yankees 
($3.25 million) and Minnesota Twins ($3.245 million) would be able to offer Ohtani the most money between now 
and June 15, 2018. 
 
Does that really matter to someone who’s apparently unwilling to wait two more years for a $200 million contract, 
because he wants to play in the majors now? 
 
The Cubs can’t discuss Ohtani yet – there are enough information gaps that some media reports also spell his 
name “Otani” – or answer those questions now. 
 
But the Cubs have thought about how to market themselves at this time of year – when coaches and employees 
are seeking permission to interview with other teams and agents are taking calls about their clients – without the 
lure of 1908. 
 
“I always joke that losing forever was a great thing, because no one ever wanted to leave before we won,” Hoyer 
said. “Now – and I give the Ricketts family almost all the credit on this – what you’re selling is just a first-class 
organization in a great city with a great fan base and a great ballpark. 
 
“I think we do everything first class – and the fact that we do that is kind of known throughout the league now. The 
renovations are awesome. You come here and there’s a new clubhouse and you see all the (improvements around 
Wrigley Field with) the office and hotel and you realize this is a really vibrant place. 
 
“If you’re going to play on a Tuesday night in May against a last-place team, you’re going to play in front of a sold-
out crowd. I think players want that. We have been to the NLCS three years in a row, and I think they want to win 
as well. That’s what you’re selling. It’s a different sales pitch. 
 
“We can’t sell, you know, the seventh-biggest gathering of humans for a parade anymore. ‘The Curse’ is over and 
that part’s gone. But I think what we’re now selling is still really good. It’s not unique. But it’s still really positive.”  
 
The championship-drought angle didn’t really work on Masahiro Tanaka, who listened to that recruiting 
presentation inside a Beverly Hills mansion when the Cubs were coming off a 96-loss season in 2013. Tanaka 
processed the pitches in Southern California and ultimately grabbed a seven-year, $155 million offer from the 
Yankees that blew away the Cubs. 
 
The Tanaka sweepstakes dragged into January 2014 and essentially kept the Cubs in a holding pattern where they 
made a new mascot their big offseason addition (Clark the Cub!) and set up a savings account for Theo Epstein’s 
baseball operations department. The leftover Tanaka money helped finance Lester’s contract and that remains a 
lesson in how the Cubs do business. 
 
“We have some flexibility,” Hoyer said. “It’s important as we think about our financial flexibility – and every team 
does this – you have to look at multiple offseasons and multiple (trade) deadlines as far as how you’re going to 
allocate your money. 
 
“It’s not just about ‘I have X to spend this winter’ and spending that amount to try to get better. And then you look 
up and you’re like: ‘Wait, I don’t have any flexibility next winter.’ 



 

 
“You constantly have to think through those issues as you’re spending money, as you’re making trades. Our goal is 
to be really good in ’18. But our bigger goal is to be really good during this entire window and try to make sure we 
have multiple bites at the apple.” 
 
So the Cubs should put the full-court press on Ohtani and see what happens, reach out to Yu Darvish’s camp to 
keep the lines of communication open and stay in touch with Jake Arrieta and Wade Davis just in case. Epstein and 
Hoyer should keep an open mind during next week’s GM meetings in Florida and listen to any trade ideas involving 
their surplus of hitters. 
 
But the Cubs also know next winter’s class of free agents will be bursting with so much more talent, their young 
core should be motivated this offseason and report to spring training with a renewed sense of hunger and this 
division is filled with retooling teams that may or may not be ready to compete. 
 
“Having won that World Series, it does allow you to take that perspective a little more than it might have in a city 
that was starved to finally break ‘The Curse,’” Hoyer said. “There are other teams I won’t name – they’ve got to 
win one and every single year is the ultimate quest: ‘This is the year.’ 
 
“That’s not how we see it. I think 2018 is really important, but so is ’19 and so is ’20. That’s always been the case. 
But it’s easier to say that now – and easy to do that now – having won a World Series.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs have appealing young position players to offer in trade 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The need for pitching — particularly starting pitching — is too obvious for the Cubs to ignore, even though to 
obtain it they realize they will need to sacrifice one of their prized young players. 
 
For the last three seasons, President Theo Epstein and general manager Jed Hoyer have acknowledged the strong 
interests other teams have expressed in their players, and more recently they have acknowledged they may have 
to move such a player to address an urgent need. 
 
Here’s a look at those players and the pros and cons of dealing any one of them: 
 
Kyle Schwarber 
 
The Cubs currently have a surplus of candidates (Ben Zobrist, Ian Happ, Albert Almora Jr.) who can play left field. A 
left-handed hitting slugger who can play left field and occasionally catch when he’s not handling designated-hitter 
duties would entice several American League teams. 
 
The Cubs currently have enough switch-hitters to offset the loss of Schwarber’s bat from the left side. But since 
taking over baseball operations, one of Epstein’s goals has been to add left-handed hitting depth and the Cubs 
don’t have a surplus of left-handed power hitters to complement Anthony Rizzo. 
 
Interested teams like that Schwarber hits one home run for every 14.07 at-bats. Yet they might have some pause 
over his 150 strikeouts in 422 at-bats. Still, Schwarber won’t be arbitration eligible until 2019, so his salary 
controllable. 
 
The Cubs might be reluctant to trade Schwarber because has the potential to correct his flaws and turn into a 
consistent 35-homer, 100-RBI hitter with a high on-base percentage. 
 
Ian Happ 
 



 

Happ had only eight plate appearances in the postseason as manager Joe Maddon stuck with a more seasoned 
lineup. 
 
But his 24 home runs and power to all fields during his rookie season were pleasant surprises, and his ability to 
play several positions were valuable when the Cubs were short-handed because of short- and long-term injuries. 
 
Happ’s ability as a switch-hitter is an asset. With the help of former hitting coach John Mallee, Happ was less 
susceptible to chasing high fastballs out of the strike zone as the season progressed. 
 
The biggest question may be where Happ fits in best defensively. Executives and scouts from other teams were 
surprised Happ played well in center field, although second base might be his best position. 
 
Albert Almora Jr. 
 
Almora has made remarkable strides in the last two seasons, from developing into a selectively aggressive hitter to 
hitting right-handed pitchers well with more regularity. 
 
His outfield defense is sound, although he tends to play too fearlessly at times. 
 
The biggest issue might be his potential upside, but he showed remarkable physical and mental maturity in his first 
full major-league season. 
 
Addison Russell 
 
For now, there are no plans to move Russell from shortstop despite an occasional rash of throwing errors on 
routine plays. 
 
Russell is only 23 and continues to show glimpses of becoming a bona fide run-producing shortstop with the power 
he displayed in 2016. His talents and agent could help command a frontline starting pitcher. Russell is arbitration 
eligible this offseason for the first time and won’t be eligible for free agency until after 2021 season. 
 
Russell returned from a foot injury in mid-September without any issues, leaving a pending divorce as the only 
concern from interested teams. Russell’s batting average sank from .281 in late April to .209 in early June, when his 
domestic struggles surfaced, but he rallied suffciently to finish the season at .239. 
 
If Russell is dealt, Baez can move to shortstop — his natural position — with Happ and/or Zobrist taking over at 
second. 
 
Javier Baez 
 
Baez, 24, was a defensive savior — especially when he took over at shortstop after Russell was diagnosed with 
plantar fasciitis in his right foot. Baez didn’t commit an error in 26 consecutive games at shortstop while making 
routine and tough plays with ease. 
 
Baez provided even more consistent play at second base and showed a significant increase in power in his second 
full major-league season. 
 
Baez could be the biggest wild card, considering his remarkable versatility and fielding prowess that his penchant 
for striking out tempers. His 2-for-26 performance in the postseason was baffling considering his clutch hits in the 
2016 National League Division Series and Championship Series. 
 
Baez’s versatility could make him more valuable to a Maddon-led team than any other club, but the fact he’s not 
arbitration eligible until 2019 adds value. 
 



 

If a trade decision boils down to Russell or Baez, it could be a matter of taking either a more dependable approach 
at the plate (Russell) or the dazzling defender who can make the backhanded stop and strong throw to first base 
(Baez). 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Trade market figures to be busy as offseason gets underway at GM meetings 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
What’s expected to be a busy baseball offseason gets underway Monday when front office executives meet in 
Orlando to game plan for 2018. 
 
In a sport where imitation is he sincerest form of flattery, it will be interesting to see who copies the Astros’ 
blueprint for World Series success. 
 
The last three champions — the Royals, Cubs and Astros — all opted to go through a difficult rebuild to turn 
around their respective franchises— and watched it worked. 
 
The White Sox, Reds, Phillies, Braves, Padres and Brewers are already in various stages of their rebuilds, and sthe 
Tigers, Marlins and others soon could join them. That suggests more players than ever will be available via trade, 
which could lead to smaller markets for all but the top free agents. 
 
Of course, stars like J.D. Martinez, Eric Hosmer, Mike Moustakas, Jake Arrieta, Yu Darvish, Wade Davis and Jay 
Bruce will be in demand. But with a relatively weak free-agent class and so many rebuilds looking to shed salaries 
and add prospects, look for more wheeling and dealing, Bill Veeck-style. 
 
Marlins CEO and part-owner Derek Jeter will have to answer the biggest question. Will he decide to deal star 
slugger Giancarlo Stanton? Early indications are Jeter is ready, willing and able to start the Stanton sweepstakes. 
 
Stanton, who can veto any deal with his no-trade clause, will earn $25 million next year as part of his 13-year, $325 
million deal that runs through 2027. The Marlins are trying to slice payroll around $50 million, to $90 million, and 
Stanton obviously is the biggest piece of the pie. 
 
“I don’t think I will ever use the word ‘rebuild’ because our goal is to win every year,” Marlins President Michael 
Hill told reporters last week. 
 
Whatever Hill calls it, dealing Stanton would be starting over for a franchise that’s seemingly always starting over. 
 
Which teams would be willing to take on Stanton’s gargantuan contract, especially knowing the Nationals’ Bryce 
Harper likely will be a free agent next winter? The Cardinals and Giants reportedly are interested, and both have 
the money and players to get something done. Then it would be up to Stanton, who wants to win now. 
 
The other wild card this offseason is Japanese star Shohei Ohtani, whom the Nippon Ham Fighters announced 
Friday they would post. Ohtani is a right-handed starter and also a valuable hitter, so an American League team 
figures to have an edge because potentially could use him as designated hitter when he’s not starting. 
 
Because he’s only 23, Ohtani can only sign a minor-league deal that’s subject to the international bonus-pool 
limits, meaning very few teams can vie for his services. If he waits until he’s 25, he probably will command a nine-
figure deal. 
 
According to Associated Press figures, the Rangers can agree to a maximum signing bonus of $3.545 million, with 
the Yankees ($3.25 million and Twins ($3.245 million) close behind. 
 
Meanwhile, the free agent class is heavy with middle relievers and light on quality starters, with only Arrieta and 
Darvish expected to get nine-figure deals among pitchers. 



 

 
As innings for starters continue to decrease, the cost of relievers continue to rise. The closers’ market went 
through the roof last year and middle relievers also are seeing their value rise accordingly, even though they carry 
more risk because so many follow up a brilliant season with a total dud. 
 
The game is changing, for better or worse, and we saw in the postseason the value of a top-of-the-line bullpen. But 
wait — the Astros bullpen had the 17th-ranked ERA in 2017 and a closer in Ken Giles who couldn’t even close in 
the playoffs? 
 
Uh, never mind 
 
Anyways, the Cubs will be busy trying to fill their voids in the bullpen and starting rotation, especially if Arrieta and 
Davis leave for better deals. 
 
With Jim Hickey arriving from Tampa Bay as the new pitching coach, Rays free agent Alex Cobb could be on their 
radar to replace Arrieta. The Cubs also could try to trade for Rays ace Chris Archer, but no doubt the price would 
be high after the Rays filed a tampering grievance against them in 2014 for hiring manager Joe Maddon. That led 
to a six-month MLB investigation that eventually cleared the Cubs. 
 
Bullpen possibilities on the market include right-handers Brandon Kintzler, Bryan Shaw, Juan Nicasio, Anthony 
Swarzak, Brandon Morrow and Matt Belisle.The Cubs need at least two relievers, and possibly another lefty if Brian 
Duensing leaves. 
 
The White Sox made the biggest splash last winter with the Chris Sale trade to kick off their rebuild, and now will 
listen to offers on Jose Abreu and Avisail Garcia. 
 
Though Abreu would bring back the most prospects in return, the Sox’s dilemma is deciding whether he’s more 
valuable serving as a mentor to Yoan Moncada, a fellow Cuban who one day is expected to be the face of the 
franchise. 
 
Garcia is expendable, though he has only one strong year under his belt and could be worth more at the July trade 
deadline if he has a good first half in 2018. 
 
Whichever team in Chicago you root for, it’s nice to know we have come a long way from the days when late 
Tribune sports columnist Steve Daley lamented: “Baseball has no offseason in Chicago. Interest only starts to wane 
when the teams start to play their games.” 
 
With the Cubs now a perennial contender and the Sox amassing several top prospects in their rebuild, interest 
never wanes in Chicago. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs will have trouble rebuilding rotation with Heyward, Zobrist deals 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
As the Cubs embark on team president Theo Epstein’s biggest crossroads offseason since he took over the 
operation, his last big crossroads offseason hovers as a significant backdrop. 
 
Specifically, the contracts of Jason Heyward and, to a lesser degree, Ben Zobrist — both signed just ahead of the 
2016 championship season — inform much of what the Cubs believe they can and will do over these next two free-
agent winters. 
 
Heyward has $147.4 million and six years left on his deal ($138 million for luxury-tax purposes). Zobrist is owed 
$28 million over the next two seasons. 
 



 

The Cubs, among several large-revenue teams sensitive to penalties for exceeding the payroll threshold that 
triggers the luxury tax ($197 million) this year, have big pitching needs, big expectations for next season and one 
very big pitching contract still on the books. Jon Lester’s $155 million deal has three more years. 
 
With an especially attractive market on the horizon a year from now, there’s little appetite for another megadeal 
this time around. 
 
“I wouldn’t rule it completely out, and I wouldn’t rule it in,” Epstein said. “I would just say it’s not our preferred 
method.” 
 
Without the relatively low, owner-friendly luxury-tax thresholds built into the new collective-bargaining 
agreement, the Cubs might push the top spenders in baseball more aggressively. 
 
But on the eve of the general managers’ meetings, which open Monday in Orlando, Florida, the Cubs’ inability to 
develop starting pitching the last six years, combined with unproductive money on the hitting side of the roster, 
make it an especially challenging task to rebuild the pitching staff to a playoff-caliber level. 
 
No wonder the amateur rumor mongers seem hell bent on selling a Heyward trade to the Giants for high-priced 
pitchers Jeff Samardzija and Mark Melancon, a rumor both teams dismissed in recent days and Cubs general 
manager Jed Hoyer called “made up.” 
 
Heyward isn’t going anywhere without much of the financial commitment sticking to the Cubs’ books. 
 
To be clear, it’s hard to imagine the Cubs trading their 195 wins the last two years and 2016 World Series 
championship to go back and undo the Heyward or Zobrist deals. Zobrist was the World Series MVP and a key 
player for much of that season. As for Heyward, suffice to say you don’t see too many players meetings worth 
$184 million during Game 7 rain delays. 
 
But Heyward was a platoon player in that 2016 postseason and again this October. Zobrist also saw significantly 
reduced playing time during his age-36 season. The Cubs got a combined 2.8 WAR (per baseball-reference.com) for 
a combined $37.5 million in salary in 2017. Heyward also won a Gold Glove. 
 
And what about Heyward’s playing status next year, or Zobrist’s? 
 
“With our mix, consistent playing time — the only way it should be distributed is on merit,” Epstein said. “That’s 
how it’s going to be. 
 
“Look, with a talented group, it has to be a meritocracy. Winning is the priority.” 
 
And winning is going to take a lot of pitching being added to the roster this winter. With about $65 million to $75 
million in projected flexibility for the 2018 roster, the Cubs already have acknowledged that could take trading 
from their position-player core. 
 
And that means it will be a lot harder for the big hitter contracts to return their value. 
 
“By definition, I think he can improve more than marginally from where he is right now because he’s done it in the 
past,” Epstein said of Heyward, whose offense bottomed out in 2016 before a modest improvement in ’17. 
 
Epstein pointed to Heyward’s better WAR seasons, including 6.5, 5.1 and 6.1 in 2012, ’14 and ’15 (per 
Fangraphs.com). 
 
“So that’s really the standard. That’s what we want to get him back to, being a six-win player,” Epstein said. “In 
order to do that, he’s got to continue to play his great defense, continue to run the bases really well, added benefit 
of everything he does in the clubhouse with his leadership and professionalism. But to be that type of player 
again? There needs to be some improvement with the bat.” 
 



 

-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Core issue: How deep will the Cubs reach to address pitching needs? 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
With all due respect to Addison Russell, would the Cubs consider switching him with Javy Baez and making Baez 
the everyday shortstop, given his arm strength and how good he looked there while Russell was on the disabled 
list this past season? 
 
The question to president Theo Epstein went something like that the day after the Cubs were eliminated from the 
playoffs last month. 
 
In years past — even before Russell debuted in 2015 — that question might have been dismissed by anybody in 
the front office. But the fact that Epstein addressed the topic not only spoke of Baez’s growth but also offered 
insight into the fluid nature of the roster — even among core players — as the Cubs mark the unofficial start of the 
offseason with the general managers’ meetings Monday in Orlando, Florida. 
 
‘‘I’d be lying if I said those conversations don’t come up from time to time, either informally in the locker room or 
strategically behind the scenes,’’ Epstein said of the Baez-Russell question. ‘‘There’s not one person in the 
organization who’s pounding the table to make the switch — or at least who will voice that opinion. 
 
‘‘But there’s also no one in the organization who isn’t sort of thrilled when Javy’s at shortstop and intrigued by 
what he could do on an everyday basis.’’ 
 
That’s not to suggest the Cubs are shopping Russell. 
 
‘‘Addy’s a special player, too,’’ Epstein said. ‘‘And if you look at his defensive rankings compared to other 
shortstops out there, he’s a special defensive shortstop in his own right. The current thinking — [manager] Joe 
[Maddon’s] strong belief — is that we’re better with Addy at short and Javy at second when they’re both on the 
field and that we’re typically better when they’re both on the field.’’ 
 
Whether they switch middle-infield spots anytime soon — or whether both are still on the roster next season — 
the discussion alone underscores the kind of offseason it might be for the most successful Cubs core since Tinker-
to-Evers-to-Chance. 
 
Barely 12 months after winning their first World Series championship in 108 years, the Cubs already have turned 
over nearly their entire coaching staff and have been clear about their willingness to trade big-league hitters to 
address sizable holes on the pitching side. 
 
Outfielder Jason Heyward and the next six years of his $184 million contract aren’t going anywhere soon, rumors 
involving the Giants notwithstanding. 
 
The valuable trade pieces are high-upside younger hitters such as switch-hitting, defensively versatile Ian Happ and 
heady, good-hitting catcher Victor Caratini, a rookie blocked behind the plate by Willson Contreras. 
 
How about outfielders Albert Almora Jr. and Kyle Schwarber? Or even Russell, an All-Star in 2016? 
 
The Cubs aren’t eager to move any of their young hitting talent. Schwarber, for instance, has unusual power and 
the continued faith of the front office, which long has viewed him as a potential clubhouse leader. 
 
But six years into the Epstein regime, the farm system has yet to produce a reliable flow of pitchers, in part 
because of draft strategy. And the Cubs must add at least two starting pitchers and three or more relievers to have 
a chance to keep up with teams such as the Dodgers, Nationals and Astros going forward. 
 



 

With one eye on a heftier free-agent class next year, the Cubs will look at starters such as Alex Cobb and Lance 
Lynn and relievers such as Brandon Morrow. But trade talks are expected to be at least as big a part of the winter 
as free-agent pursuits. 
 
‘‘We’re going into the offseason prepared to make some tough choices and to execute on them and keeping an 
open mind to anything that is appropriate under the circumstances,’’ Epstein said. 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Where will Arrieta land? Here are five contenders 
By Scot Gregor 
 
The Chicago Cubs made a qualifying offer to starting pitcher Jake Arrieta on Monday, and the right-hander has 10 
days to accept or decline the one-year, $17.4 million contract. 
 
That sounds like a lot of money, but it would be stunning if Arrieta takes the offer when he could command up to 
$100 million (over four/five years) on the free-agent market. 
 
Like every other major-league club, the Cubs used the qualifying offer as protection. They'd receive a draft pick 
back from the team that signs Arrieta. 
 
Is there a chance Arrieta returns to the North Side in 2018 and beyond? The answer should be yes, considering the 
Cubs need starting pitching. 
 
But given his age (Arrieta will be 32 in March), drop in production since winning the Cy Young in 2015 and growing 
health concerns, the Cubs are likely to look elsewhere this off-season. 
 
Here are five potential landing spots for Arrieta: 
 
Rangers 
 
Texas decided not to make Andrew Cashner a qualify offer, so it now is looking to add up to three starters this 
winter. 
 
The Rangers have the money to land Arrieta, and they are going to be motivated to improve after going 78-84 this 
season following two straight playoff appearances. 
 
Dodgers 
 
So close to winning the World Series for the first time since 1988 this season, Los Angeles could use an established 
arm like Arrieta to help get them over the hump. 
 
The Dodgers traded for Yu Darvish to fill a need in this year's rotation, but he's likely to exit as a free agent. Arrieta 
would be an ideal replacement. 
 
Cardinals 
 
Remember when the Cubs swooped in and signed St. Louis free agents Jason Heyward and John Lackey after the 
2015 season? 
 
The Cards can turn the tables this winter and add Arrieta to their roster. St. Louis traded Mike Leake in August and 
is likely to lose Lance Lynn to free agency, so rotation help is obviously needed. 
 
Angels 
 



 

Over the last two seasons, Los Angeles starters Garrett Richards, Matt Shoemaker, Andrew Heaney, Tyler Skaggs, 
JC Ramirez and Alex Meyer have all missed significant time with injuries. 
 
The Angels still managed to make a wild-card run this season, but they need healthy, effective starting pitchers and 
they'd be able to meet Arrieta's asking price. 
 
Brewers 
 
Here is the darkhorse team for Arrieta. 
 
Milwaukee was a huge surprise this season, and the Brewers have a talented group of young position players that 
should keep them contending in the NL Central. 
 
The starting rotation needs a presence like Arrieta, especially with Jimmy Nelson's 2018 return uncertain following 
shoulder surgery. 
 
Milwaukee needed starting help before this year's trade deadline but was unwilling to move young talent. 
 
The Brewers had baseball's lowest payroll this season, just over $63 million. They need to spend to take the next 
step. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cobb wouldn't mind Maddon, Hickey reunion 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- It's no secret the Cubs are in the market to acquire more pitching, and Alex Cobb apparently would like 
to be considered as an option. 
 
The Rays made a qualifying offer to Cobb, but the right-hander said Friday he wouldn't mind being reunited with 
manager Joe Maddon and new Cubs pitching coach Jim Hickey. 
 
"Obviously, if we move down the line and we're able to have some discussions with them, I'd be very honored to 
be able to talk with them and hopefully come to a deal," Cobb said during an interview with MLB Network Radio. 
Cobb, who turned 30 last month, hinted that he will most likely reject the Rays' qualifying offer. 
 
"You're talking about, hopefully, a decision that's going to impact the next five years of your life," Cobb said. 
Cubs president of baseball operations Theo Epstein and general manager Jed Hoyer will likely meet with Cobb's 
agent during the General Managers Meetings, which begin Monday in Orlando, Fla. 
 
The Cubs need to fill two holes in the rotation, as both Jake Arrieta and John Lackey are free agents. Hickey, who 
has not been formally announced as the Cubs' pitching coach, has started reviewing video of some of the other 
free agents available as the team considers its options for a closer as well. 
 
Last season, Cobb was second on the Rays in innings pitched with 179 1/3, posting a 12-10 record and 3.66 ERA in 
his 29 starts. He underwent Tommy John surgery on his right elbow in May 2015. 
 
During an interview this past week with 670 The Score in Chicago, Hickey recommended Cobb. 
 
"I would trust the arm 100 percent, especially because he did miss the time that he missed," Hickey said. "The 
usage is minimal for a 30-year-old type of pitcher. What he did with basically two pitches in the American League 
East last year was remarkable -- incredible, really." 
 
Cobb complimented both Maddon and Hickey. 
 



 

"I don't hide the fact that I have the most respect for Joe Maddon and what he did for me coming up as a player, 
and not so much as a pitcher on the mound, but as a professional athlete and a professional baseball player," Cobb 
said. "It had to do with the mental side of the game and how to deal with the stresses that come with a big league 
lifestyle. There's nobody better in the game to control and to deal with people as he is." 
 
Hickey has been Cobb's pitching coach in Tampa Bay since the right-hander made his Major League debut in 2011. 
"I can't say enough good things about him," Cobb said of Hickey. "He's not only a good pitching coach, but a real 
close friend of mine." 
 
The Cubs have reached the postseason the past three years. That's also appealing to Cobb. 
 
"You make a ranking system of what's most important to you and your family," Cobb said. "No. 1, first and 
foremost, is that we're going to a place that we feel is going to be winners for the length of the contract. I've been 
through losing and winning seasons. The amount of joy that winning brings can't be replaced by a dollar figure. 
That's our No. 1 decision-based reasoning." 
 
-- 
 
 


